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The country is witnessing the
biggest political extravaganza. Yes,

general elections are on and the entire
nation is in the process of exercising the
universal adult franchise. While polls have been conducted in
some states, the majority of states are eagerly awaiting the big
day. More than 81 crores of people are voting to decide who will
rule the country.

Around 930,000 polling stations are being set up across the
country and candidates of varied hues and colours are out in the
streets, in hamlets, boondocks and backwoods to woo the poor
voter by promising freebies and offering money and liquor.

Votes are being sought in the name of religion, caste, region,
and of course development. Hate speeches, mud-slinging,
physical violence, unholy alliances, bribes and backstabbing are
in full swing. Pre-poll surveys and other studies predict victory
of one party or the other. And blame games are the order of the
day.

The poor voter is at sixes and sevens. When he sees the
sudden outpour of love, he is puzzled. One thing is for sure,
despite all these hullabaloo and false promises, average Indian
voter’s mindset is unpredictable. Many a times in the past, people
have rejected popular parties and voted unexpected parties to
power, the most recent example being Delhi Assembly elections.

Every voter should realize that his or her vote is the deciding
factor of the country’s future growth. Unless we are judicious,
the wrong leader or the wrong party may get the reins of power,
casting the doom of the country and its people.

Be wise while pressing the EVM button, and that is all we
have to say!   

EDITOR’S DESK
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I&B
Ministry
asks DM
to take action

cable MafIa

BG RAJESWAR

Series of news reports and
complaints given to authorities
about the illegal cable

television channels operating at their
will in the state capital might have
fell on the deaf years of the local
authorities, but the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting
responded on the issue.

In an official correspondence, the
I&B ministry asked the Hyderabad
district magistrate to take suitable
necessary action in accordance with
the provision contained in section 2
& 11 of Cable Television Networks
(Regulation) Act, 1995.

The official correspondence was
sent following a complaint lodged by
‘The News You Like Correspondent
Mohsin Bin Hussain Al Kasary’ with
the I&B ministry regarding
broadcasting of illegal cable TV
news channels by Multi System
Operators (MSOs) in Hyderabad.

It may be recalled series of news
reports were published in the
previous issues of the magazine how

the self-styled cable TV channels
without having any license from the
I&B ministry were operating with
the support of the officials of
Information and Public Relations
department. Some corrupt I&PR
officials had been releasing
government advertisements worth
crores of rupees to these illegal
channels, while the MSOs were
broadcasting the programmes of the
illegal channels in return for
handsome money.

The illegal cable TV channels are
operating in the garb of Local Cable
Operator (LCO) license obtained
from the postal department by paying
a fee of Rs 500. According to
information collected under the RTI
Act, the department of posts is not
authorized to give license for
establishing the local cable television
channel, but is authorized to grant
license to local cable operator only.

One has to make an application to
the Ministry of I&B along with a fee
of Rs 1 crore and furnish a bank
guarantee of Rs 2 crore to secure
broadcasting license. Neither the

service providers such as Hathway
nor the officials of I&PR should treat
the local cable operators as
broadcasters. It is illegal for the
service providers to beam the
programmes of these LCOs. But the
service providers collect money from
the LCOs and beam their
programmes since the regulating
authorities look the other way.

Some of these channels are also
engaged in broadcasting provocative
speeches triggering communal
tensions. The Cable Television
Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995
authorises District Magistrate, Sub-
divisional Magistrate and the
Commissioner of Police to initiate
action against those who violate the
provisions of the Act.

Whoever contravenes any
provisions of this Act shall be
punishable with imprisonment for a
term which may extend to two years
or with fine which may extend to Rs
1,000 or with both for the first
offense. For every subsequent
offense, the Act prescribes
imprisonment for a term which may

THE NEWS IMPACT
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extend to five years and fine which
may extend to Rs 5,000.

The LCOs are brazenly violating
the provisions of this Act
continuously but the authorised
officers are least bothered about the
violations. Written complaints given
to the district collector and the police
commissioner in this regard were
conveniently ignored, sources said.

Even the officials of I&PR, who
are supposed to be thoroughly aware
of the provisions, have stooped to
such a low that they have issued
accreditation cards for the employees
of these LCOs without verifying the
documents.

The I&PR officials simply
ignored to verify whether the so-
called cable TV channels have
permission from the Ministry of I&B
and Labour Department before
issuing accreditation cards because
there has been a larger nexus
between the corrupt officials and
people running certain cable
television channels without
broadcasting license.

The nexus came to light when
Mohammed Irfan Marfani, chairman
of IBM News, a self styled cable TV

News & Entertainment channel
lodged a case with the detective
department of the city police on
February 15.

In his complaint, Irfan
specifically named two persons – M
A Majeed, Personal Assistant to the
Chief Information Engineer of the
I&PR department and Zahed Quadri
aka Haji, chairman of AG
Communications, while the names of
other accused are a matter of probe.

Irfan alleged in his complaint that
Haji introduced him to Majeed and
both of them convinced him to give
signed blank letter heads of his news
channel with a promise to provide
advertisements from the government
departments.

However, Majeed and Haji
fraudulently gave authorization to
Akar Marketing Private Limited, an
agency capable of getting
advertisements from government for
television channels and swallowed
the money paid by the departments
for televising advertisements, Irfan
alleged.

He also alleged that Majeed and
Haji had created fictitious news
channels through their associates and

collected huge amounts on the
pretext of televising government
advertisements. Based on the
complaint, detective department
officials registered a case (33 of
2014) and launched investigations.

It might be mentioned here that
The News has exposed the corrupt
practices of some of the I&PR
officials who have issued
advertisements to about 19 firms
which run cable television channels
just by securing local cable operator
license from the postal department
and not the broadcasting license
issued by the Information and
Broadcasting Ministry.

But the District Magistrate, Sub-
divisional Magistrate and the
Commissioner of Police, who are
authorized by The Cable Television
Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 to
initiate action against those who
violate the provisions of the Act
remained mute spectators to the
illegality.

Now that the I&B ministry has
asked the district magistrate to take
suitable action, it has to be seen
whether the authorized officers
initiate action.  

THE NEWS IMPACT
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Thugs rob
All ahof his
pro perties

devout muslims donated from times
immemorial innumerable properties for
Wakf – meant for the benefit of poor
muslims. the Wakf properties mean
nothing but the properties of the god
allah.

however, over a period of time, those in
power corridors – mostly from muslim
community and some non-muslims, in
collusion with corrupt government
officials - have manipulated the records
and grabbed the allah’s properties,
thereby committing a great sin.
Investigations by the news reveal
shocking tales of grabbing wakf
properties.

COVER STORY
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MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL - KASARY

He was accused by the
AIMIM and Congress
of joining hands with
communal forces in
the previous elections.
While branding him

communal and anti-Muslim, MIM,
Congress and some other political parties
tried to gain political mileage mainly
with an eye on Muslim vote bank. But
the truth appears to be different.

It turns out that the chief of Telugu
Desam Party (TDP), in his capacity as
the then chief minister of Andhra
Pradesh, is the person responsible for
issuing a government order No. 374 in
2002, i.e. a few months before change of
guard in the state. The GO ensured
constitution of a task force in each
district under the chairmanship of the
district collector for the protection of
Wakf properties. Prior to that, there was
no such statutory body for the protection
of Wakf properties.

The Congress, which boasts of its
commitment for the welfare of Muslims,
did not even think of such task force,
while the MIM, which claims to be the
savior of Muslims in Hyderabad, never
sought constitution of a task force from
the Congress rulers.

Thugs rob
All ahof his
pro perties
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The News is bringing out a
special issue on Wakf

properties with an intention to
create awareness among the
general public how law makers
have conspired together and
twisted the facts to grab Wakf
properties.

Some of the topics of the Wakf
special include how an MIM
legislator grabbed prime Wakf
property in Mehdipatnam by
creating forged documents and
then mortgaged it in a cooperative
bank to secure crores of rupees
loan. Since the property was not
acquired from his hard earned
money, the legislator did not bother
to repay the loan.

What is the irony is that the
cooperative bank extended the loan
from the hard earned money of the
common people. Subsequently, the
bank collapsed leaving common
people in lurch.

Another MIM legislator
occupied more than 10 acres of
prime Wakf land in Attapur area of
Rajendranagar. Instead of being
ashamed of his illegal and anti-
Muslim act, the legislator applied
for regularization of the land in his
name for a nominal monetary
consideration.

The MIM did not even oppose
the move. Instead, it recommended
regularization of the land because
the encroacher was a legislator of
the same party.

Another classic tale of
compromising the interests of
Muslim community came to fore
while looking into the alienation of
prime Wakf property situated at
Lower Tank Bund. A star hotel has
been constructed on the Wakf
property belonging to a mosque.

The grandfather of two MIM
leaders, who was an advocate and
the then chief of MIM, deliberately

filed a case in a lower court despite
knowing very well that the lower
court was not competent to deal the
case. The lower court turned down
the case and the advocate appealed
against the dismissal, but never
filed a case in the court of original
jurisdiction (High Court). Sources
say, the advocate entered into a
secret deal with the encroachers’
and land grabbers. It was only after
handling this case, the advocate
became rich overnight and
purchased a bungalow in a plush
area.

You will be shocked to know
how the so-called saviors of Islam
and Muslim community
compromised the interests of the
community for their personal
benefits.

Keep your eyes and ears open.
Skeletons are going to tumble out
of the closet.

Watch out for the

Wakf specIal

COVER STORY
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Instead, successive Congress
rulers, particularly late Y S
Rajasekhara Reddy, alienated Wakf
properties for the benefit of his son Y
S Jaganmohan Reddy, while the
MIM leaders remained mute
spectators for their personal benefits.

Not just Rajasekhara Reddy, but
other Congress leaders like
Mohammed Ali Shabbir, Mohammed
Fareeduddin, Mohammed
Ahamadullah – all three ministers in
Congress cabinet – aided Reddy in
alienating Wakf lands despite
knowing very well that Wakf
properties cannot be alienated
without following a lengthy
procedure.

According to Wakf Act 1995,
Wakf Board should seek opinion
from the Muslim community before
passing a resolution with two thirds
majority in favour of alienation of a
Wakf property. Subsequently, the
resolution should be ratified by the
Wakf Tribunal (Designated Court).
Further, the alienation should be
made through public auction and the
highest bidder should be allowed to
purchase the property. The proceeds
should be invested to acquire
property in some other place which
will be useful for Muslim
community.

But the Congress and MIM
combine, backed by a section of
Islamic scholars, either alienated
thousands of acres of Wakf
properties or helped land sharks grab
the Wakf properties. To cover up this,
both the parties vied with each other
to divert the attention of the Muslim
community by inciting communal
hatred and targeting certain political
parties including TDP.

To name a few, Congress has
given more than 1000 acres of Wakf
land for GMR claiming it as
government land, while 250 acres
each was given to Indu Group and

Brahmani Group at Shamshabad in
return for huge payouts in the form
of investments in the companies
floated by Jagan. The Congress
government also gave away 108
acres of land to Lanco Group, owned
by former Congress MP, Lagadapati
Rajagopal.

On the other hand, the TDP
appointed a House Committee on
Wakf Properties and identified

thousands of acres of properties, took
measures for their protection by
constituting task force in each district
through GO 374. Even the Haj House
was constructed during the TDP
regime.

With simultaneous elections for
the Assembly and Lok Sabha fast
approaching, it is time for the voters
to make right choice and elect right
people in larger public interest. 

The First House Committee
Report on Wakf Properties is

all set to become a hot topic of the
election campaign.

RTI and Wakf protection
activist Mohsin Bin Hussain Al
Kasary, who is also a reporter of
this magazine, met TDP chief N
Chandrababu Naidu in Hyderabad
and Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) chief
Arvind Kejriwal in New Delhi and
submitted several documents in this
connection. Among the documents
submitted to them for immediate

reference during election campaign
include – copy of the First House
Committee Report on Wakf
Properties, certified copies of
documents along with maps of the
Wakf properties issued by public
information officers of the
departments concerned.

Both the leaders assured the
activist that they would go deep
into the issue and expose the anti-
minority activities of the Congress
and MIM leaders, public servants,
land grabbers and realtors.

House Committee report
to become election issue
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It appears that several leaders of
Majlis Ittehadul Muslimeen
(MIM) have drawn the idea of

resorting to land grabbing from none
other than its previous chief late
Sultan Salahuddin Owaisi aka Salar.

It may be recalled the late Salar
was declared as land grabber by the
Special Court under AP Land
Grabbing (Prohibition) Act way back
in 2004 and the same was confirmed
by the High Court in the year 2007.
Surprisingly, Salar did not go for
appeal against the high court order.

The land in question measuring
acres 1.5 guntas out of acres 7.34
guntas in survey number 56/1 in
Kandikal village was actually
acquired by the government of
Andhra Pradesh and given to Mishra
Dhatu Nigan Limited (MIDHANI),
along with some other land. The total
land given to Midhani in 1975 was
acres 32.25 guntas. Midhani in turn
gave the land on lease to Defence
Research & Development
Organisation (DRDO) in 1991 for the
construction of a 100 bed hospital for
its employees.

The DRDO, after construction of
the hospital returned land
admeasuring acres.1.5 guntas out of
acres 7.34 guntas in Survey No 56/1
in 1992 following which Midhani
constructed a boundary wall over the
vacant land and was in peaceful

enjoyment of the same. Trouble
began after Salar in the capacity of
chairman of Owaisi Medical &
Research Centre sought permission
from Midhani for holding ‘iftar’
function at the vacant land. Unaware
of the true intentions, Midhani
accorded permission for the same.

However, on the intervening
night of April 5 and 6, 1996, the

boundary wall of the land in question
was demolished and encroached by
Salar and his men. Midhani, a central
government organization, filed a case
in lower court and subsequently in
the land grabbing court. The land
grabbing court after going through
the documents and prosecution
witnesses in detail declared Salar as
the land grabber in 2004.

HC confirmed late Salar
a land grabber in 2007
Defence land was grabbed in the name of Iftar party

FACT FILE
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He appealed against the land
grabbing court order but the high
court after going through the
documents and prosecution
witnesses’ statements upheld the
order of the land grabbing court
declaring Salar as the land grabber.

The high court in its order said,
“Coming to the case of the
petitioners (Salar and others), it was
proceeded on the basis of their own
version that except pleading the long
possession, no other title having been
set up and even the said version
having remained wholly
unsupported, unproved and
unestablished with any cogent
evidence, it was held that the
petitioners have failed to prove their
valid possession or entitlement or
any right to hold the property.
Therefore, it was held that the
petitioners are the land grabbers.
These and other findings as given by
the Special Court are purely that of
fact based on the cogent evidence
which has remained unrebutted by
the petitioners. 

That apart, even the findings as
given against the petitioners are well
supported by reasons.   In view of
the same, it is not open for this
Court to come to any different
conclusions much less there is any
warrant to reappreciate the same
which itself is not permissible in

exercise of extraordinary powers
under Article 227 of the
Constitution of India.  Even
otherwise, the petitioners have
hopelessly failed to make out prima
facie title or interest in the schedule
property and nothing valid material
has come forward during the course

of the enquiry before the Special
Court to justify the possession or
their alleged earlier possession all
along. In view of the same, we are
of the opinion that the petitioners
have not made out any case to show
that the findings are in any way
perverse.  Except the above, no
other plea has been raised on behalf
of the petitioners.  Hence, we do not
find any merits in the writ petition.”

The order was given by justices
B Prakash Rao and G Bhavani
Prasad on July 12, 2007 and it was
never contested by Salar.

It appears the MIM leaders
followed in the footsteps of their
late leader and grabbed God’s own
property (Wakf property) worth
hundreds of crores of rupees and the
top leadership is silently supporting
the illegal acts. 

The high court in its order said, “Coming to the case of
the petitioners (Salar and others), it was proceeded on
the basis of their own version that except pleading the
long possession, no other title having been set up and

even the said version having remained wholly
unsupported, unproved and unestablished with any
cogent evidence, it was held that the petitioners have

failed to prove their valid possession or entitlement or any
right to hold the property.  
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D BAL REDDY

This case resembles exactly the
famous story of ‘the goose
that lays golden eggs’, which

was killed by greedy couple.
Let us recall the story of a man

and his wife who owned a very
special goose. Every day the goose
would lay a golden egg, which made
the couple very rich.

"Just think," said the man's wife,
"If we could have all the golden eggs
that are inside the goose, we could be
richer much faster."

"You are right," said her husband,
"We would not have to wait for the
goose to lay her egg every day."

So, the couple killed the goose
and cut her open, only to find that she
was just like every other goose. She
had no golden eggs inside of her at
all, and they had no more golden
eggs.

But in the present case, it was the
husband who lured his wife to kill a
senior citizen known to them for the
last few years with an intention to
make quick bucks.

This case was reported in
Kukatpally Housing Board (KPHB)
police station in Cyberabad police
commissionerate area. The accused
couple – Samala Venkat Reddy and
Swaroopa – killed 67-year-old P
Subramanyam, a retired HAL
employee living alone at Nizampet.

According to police, it all began
when Swaroopa, who was in search
of opportunities in the film industry,
came in touch with Subramanyam
more than two years ago. The latter
was living alone following

differences with his wife and kids.
Both developed intimacy and
Swaroopa had no objection since he
gave her money whenever she asked
for it.

Subsequently, she got married to
Venkat Reddy, who was also in
financial problems. She explained

her intimacy with the old man and
introduced Venkat Reddy to
Subramanyam. The couple
frequently visited the old man’s
house for money. Sometimes the old
man used to call Swaroopa asking
her to spend some time with him,
police said.

Couple kill the goose that
laid golden eggs, held

FACT FILE
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On February 18, Subramanyam
asked Swaroopa to come to his house
following which she visited him
along with her husband the next day.
After spending some time, the trio
had lunch and then the couple asked
the old man for some money. The
latter asked them to see him in the
evening since he did not have cash
ready with him, police said.

According to police, it was then
Venkat Reddy lured his Swaroopa
with the idea of killing the old man
to rob the huge gold and cash
available with him. The couple
patted themselves for the great idea
and resolved to kill the old man when
they come back in the evening.

Accordingly, the couple came to
the old man’s house at around 8 pm
when the old man was taking alcohol
and around 10 pm he went to bed.
Soon, the couple set themselves into
the heinous act. While Swaroopa
pinned the old man’s legs, Venkat
Reddy sat on his chest and smothered

him to death. Later, the couple took
away a mobile phone, signed HDFC
bank cheques, a debit card, wrist
watch, two gold rings and cash worth
about Rs 800, police said.

The couple purchased gold, a
motor cycle and also withdrew some
money using the cheques stolen from
the old man. On February 22, police
received information from

neighbours about the foul smell
coming from Subramanyam’s house
and broke the doors open.

Investigations revealed
withdrawal of money from
Subramanyam’s bank account using
cheques and debit card even after his
death. Accordingly, police browsed
through the CCTV footage of the
bank, ATM and the business
establishments where the thieves
used the cheques and debit card of
the murder victim.

The CCTV footage helped police
identify the suspects and first nabbed
Venkat Reddy on March 3 at
Nizampet X Roads. He spilled the
beans and took the police team to the
house where Swaroopa was arrested.

The case was investigated by
inspector V Srikanth Goud and his
team consisting of Sub-Inspector G
Sudershan, police constables K
Ashok Goud, Krishna Mohan,
Prabhakar, B Srinivas and K
Chennaiah Goud. 

PREDATORS IN POLICE
In what looks like a morbid trend in the offing, more and more police officers are
allegedly involved in sexual assault cases

THE NEWS BUREAU

Unfortunate it is, but the fact is
more cops are turning

criminals in order to gratify their
carnal desires.    Even as the
memories of a Hyderabad cop
sexually exploiting a minor girl
remain fresh, a police inspector in
Nalgonda district was accused of
involvement in a prostitution
racket.

District Superintendent of

Police (SP) Rajesh Kumar held an
internal probe and then sent a
report to the top brass of police
suggesting a penal action against P
Srinivasa Rao, inspector at
Nakrekal police station in
Nalgonda district.

Rao was found with a woman
in a compromising position in a
room at a guest house near
Chervugutta devasthanam. DSP
Vijaya Paul rushed to the guest
house where the policeman was

caught with the woman. The DSP
submitted a report to the SP after
conducting an inquiry. Sources
said the charges against the
inspector had been proved beyond
doubt and the authorities would
soon initiate action against Rao.

Earlier this month, a case was
booked against Madannapet police
inspector Ch Rangaswamy on
charges of sexually exploiting a
minor girl. The accused cop is still
on the run. 
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It appears the drug cartels in south
India are concentrating on the
unsuccessful actors of the

respective film industries to spread
their tentacles.

The arrest of less known Telugu
actor Nanduri Uday Kiran and a

Nigerian identified as Rotimi Olusola
Kehinde aka Sultan on March 24 is
an indication of this trend. Some time
ago, Hyderabad police had arrested
another less known actor Raghu and
a couple of movie artists for their
involvement in drug peddling and
drug abuse.

Uday Kiran aka Bobby acted in a

few films like ‘Parare, Rakshakulu,
Yuvarajyam and Facebook.
However, he fell for drugs since he
was in depression over his not so
promising film career. Over a period,
he got addicted to drugs and began
re-selling the contraband to others in
the industry in an apparent attempt to
earn money to buy the drugs for
himself, police sources told The
News.

Sultan, who came to India on a
business visa started drug peddling in
Bangalore and Hyderabad. 

He used to buy drugs from one
Hakeem, a Sudan national living in
Delhi for Rs 1,000 a gram and sold
the same to his clients including
Bobby for anything between Rs
2,000 and Rs 3,000.

The east zone task force team got
a wind of the drug deal between
Sultan and Bobby and nabbed them
near Jubilee Hills checkpost along
with 15 grams of cocaine, Rs 4,000
in cash and two mobile phones.

The police team is investigating
further to ascertain the names of
other people associated with film
industry who are into drug abuse and
drug peddling. 

drug
cartels
target
faIled

actors

COPS & CROOKS
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The gang of seven teamed up
with an intention to cheat
gullible professionals seeking

jobs in good companies. The gang
offered to facilitate jobs through
backdoor entry method and duped
several people to the tune of lakhs of
rupees. But the long arm of the law
caught hold of the fraudsters and sent
them behind bars.

Police say Shaik Bibi Hajra aka
Joya Khan of Tolichowki played an
important role in luring the job
seekers into the trap. Joya worked as
a HR manager in AZVI Technologies
in Ramnagar, which was established
by her co-accused Anil Kumar and
Vignesh Shukla.

Joya used to get the database of
unemployed youth from job portals
and sweet talked them into the trap
promising them jobs in reputed
MNCs through backdoor entry
method. Joya, Anil and Vignesh used
to refer the job seekers to one Mohit
Singh aka Vipin Kumar of New
Delhi. Vipin Kumar along with Ajay
aka Sanoo Singh in coordination
with some others used to take the
candidates to one Sandeep Kumar
Das, an employee of Wipro
Technologies at Gurgaon, police
said.

Sandeep took the victims inside
the campus and conducts a mock
interview along with Vipin Kumar
before issuing an offer letter. They
used to collect 50 percent of the
money agreed upon by the candidate
for facilitating backdoor entry, while
remaining 50 percent was collected
by Joya, police said.

One such candidate S Varun of
Kukatpally approached Joya and
subsequently met Mohit on January
8, 2014. Two days later, Varun was
taken to Wipro office at Gurgaon to
meet Sandeep. 

After the pretence of interview
and issuing the offer letter, he paid
Sandeep and Mohit Rs 75,000, while
Rs 85,000 was deposited in a bank
account operated in the name of Ravi
Kumar Avvaru at State Bank of

India’s Proddatur branch in Kadapa
district.

Varun also referred two of his
friends who also paid huge amount
of money for jobs through backdoor
entry method. However, he soon
realized that he had been duped and
approached the police.

A case was registered and
investigated into, leading to the arrest
of seven persons – Joya, Anil,
Vignesh and K Pramod Kumar of
Hyderabad, Vipin, Ajay and Sandeep
of Gurgaon. Police recovered huge
amount of money and incriminating
material from the accused.

Cyberabad police appealed to the
people to be cautious while
responding to calls and
advertisements offering jobs through
backdoor method. 

BEWARE!
Backdoor cheating
gangs on the prowl
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It was a job fair with a difference.In order to empower women with
opportunities to network and get
them hired for good jobs, Young
COWE, the youth wing of the
Confederation of Women
Entrepreneurs (COWE) organized
the Career Fair titled ‘Women for
Work’ exclusively for women at
Badruka College, Kachiguda early
last month. Several firms including
Deloitte, CA Technologies, Oracle,
Kony, Husys, Honeywell, Emobitise,
411 Staff, Sree Infotech, Crypsi and
others participated in the fair, said
Veena Reddy, Young COWE
chairperson.

Addressing the inaugural
ceremony, Dr Vani Mohan,
Commissioner for Employment and
Training, called upon the women to

strike a balance between work and
the family obligations without shying
away from the biological role
entrusted by God to attain
motherhood. She said, “Don’t
believe in antagonizing your male
counterpart, be it your husband or
colleague at the work place. The
accommodative attitude, adjusting
attitude, giving in, to the extent that
you don’t sacrifice your happiness
always pays off. We are going
through a phase of transition. I don’t
have to blame anyone, but
considering the social structure of
developing societies like India,
whether women achieve or not turns
up as a problem and they get crushed.
Basic happiness, be it a man or
woman, is found in marriage and
having a family. So you need to take
a holistic view and self regulate your
freedom. Learn to think and decide

for yourself.”
According to founder

chairperson of Young COWE Veena
Reddy Endula, women had proved
their might in the male bastion
having excelled as pilots, astronauts
in the army and the defense forces. “I
appeal to all men to celebrate the
women in their lives for the
multifaceted role they play at home
and office,” she said adding that the
job fair had been organised for the
first time in the city to create
opportunities exclusively for women.

Speaking on the occasion, Amita
Kasbekar, Inclusion lead, Deloitte,
deplored gender discrimination and
called upon the women to show up
their presence at the workplace.
Underlining the need to hone their
communication skills and executive
presence at the work place for job
aspirants, she said they needed to
brush up their physical appearance,
the opinion they carried or what they
said and how they put it across to
have an edge over others besides
their education.

Poonam R Saraf, head
institutional development, Badruka
Educational Society asked the
women to inspire change and to
instill belief that each one of us could
make a difference to provide equal
opportunities for women.

The fair focused on providing an
opportunity for students, women to
meet and network with various
corporate houses for potential
employment opportunities. Nearly
1000 women took part in the fair. 

For brighter future

a job fair exclusively meant
for women saw thousands
of job aspirants coming
together to get hired in
plum posts. It was also an
occasion for them to realize
their own inner strength

STATE NEWS
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Yet another massive scandal
involving late chief minister Y

S Rajasekhara Reddy and people
close to him including his close pal
KVP Ramachandra Rao has come to
light much to the embarrassment of
the ruling Congress.

The scandal baffled the people
since it was investigated by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) of the US and not by any
indigenous investigating agencies.

The US federal authorities
indicted KVP in connection with an
alleged bribery and corruption case
relating to titanium mining in Andhra
Pradesh.

The indictment charged KVP,

five other foreign nationals,
including an Indian American, in an
alleged international racketeering
conspiracy involving bribes of state
and central government officials in
India to allow the mining of titanium.

Besides KVP, the five others
indicted include Andras Knopp, 75,
a Hungarian businessman; Suren
Gevorgyan, 40, of Ukraine; Gajendra
Lal, 50, an Indian national and
permanent resident of the United
States who formerly lived in
Winston-Salem, North Corolina, and
Periyasamy Sundaralingam, 60, of
Sri Lanka, and Dmitry Firtash, 48, a
Ukrainian national.

Beginning in 2006, the accused
allegedly conspired to pay at least
$18.5 million in bribes to Indian

officials to secure licenses to mine
minerals in Andhra Pradesh. The
mining project was expected to
generate more than $500 million
annually from the sale of titanium
products.

KVP, the prosecutors said,
allegedly solicited bribes for himself
and others in return for approving
licenses for the project, while
Sundaralingam identified various
foreign bank accounts held in the
names of nominees outside India that
could be used allegedly to funnel
bribes to KVP.

The indictment lists 57 transfers
of funds between various entities in
various amounts totaling more than
$10.59 million beginning April 28,
2006, through July 13, 2010. 

Yet another scandal involving
YSR regime comes to light
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When union agriculture minister
Sharad Pawar asked his

supporters to vote twice, the
statement stoked huge controversy
bringing the election commission into
action. But when All India Majlis
Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM) chief
and Hyderabad MP Asaduddin
Owaisi called upon his supporters to
ensure 150 percent polling in the
coming elections, nobody even
noticed it.

Two concerned citizens – Osman
Bin Mohammed Al-Hajri and M A
Basith – lodged separate complaints
with the election commission over
Asad’s statement, enrollment of
bogus votes and issuing multiple
voter ID cards to same persons.
Surprisingly, no action has been taken
so far.

In case of Sharad Pawar, the

election commission sought an
explanation and warned of initiating
action against the senior politician if
it was proved beyond doubt that he
made such a statement.

Pawar asked workers of his
Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) to
take advantage of the multi-phase
polling in Maharashtra by voting
twice - first at their hometowns and
then at places of work.

"Last time (in 2009), the polling
in Satara and Mumbai was on the
same day and people went to their
hometowns. But this time, polling in
Satara is on April 17 and here on
April 24," said Pawar, while
addressing a gathering of head
loaders in Maharashtra.

However, in an apparent bid to
cover up his act, Pawar later told
reporters that his statement was made
in a lighter vein and it should not be
misinterpreted.  

On the other hand, MIM chief
Asad while addressing a public
meeting at Khilwat Ground on
August 17, 2013, called upon his
party workers and supporters to
ensure not only 100 percent polling
but see to it that 150 percent polling
was done in favour of MIM.

He also told the gathering not to
be surprised at his words. “Don’t be
confused. You might be wondering
how it could be possible. Even my
late father used to give the same call
– Khair-O-Barkat ke vote. So, Khair-
O-Barkat ke vote dalo.”

In Urdu, khair-o-barkat ke vote
means cast bogus votes.  Further, it
was also brought to the notice of
election commission that large scale
malpractices have taken place in the
enrollment of voters. Yet, the state
election commission appears to be in
slumber and dodging action for the
reasons best known to the officials. 

Is AP election commission
in slumber?

STATE NEWS
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Sex workers across India are
eagerly looking forward to the

Lok Sabha polls with a hope to attain
legalization of their profession,
pension rights, recognition of a self-
regulatory body and most importantly
an end to harassment by the police.

The sex workers seek inclusion of
their neglected and ostracized
community in the country’s
development agenda. "We want to be
treated like other women. My
profession, that I am a sex worker, is
definitely not stamped on my
forehead. I too want to be treated at
par with other women," Kusum, who
has been in the profession in the
national capital for 10 years, told a
news agency.

"After crossing the age of 40, we
need a pension, including a widow
pension. Sex workers should be given
social protection. We have always
been promised many things but it has
remained just promises," said Kusum.

This time, however, the three
million-strong sex workers spread
across the country are determined to
make their voices heard.

Keen to exercise their voting
rights, the community is planning to
sensitise politicians and keep track of
promises made.

According to Bharati Dey,
president of the All India Network of
Sex Workers (AINSW), an umbrella
group of representatives of sex
worker communities and civil society,
politicians should address three key
issues.

"Our demands are: Do away with

the Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act
(ITPA), legalise the profession and
recognition of the self-regulatory
body that tackles trafficking and
violence," Bharati told a news agency
in Kolkata.

"We vote as Indian citizens and
not as sex workers. Like any other
person, we definitely want a steady
and well-anchored government. But
that doesn't mean we will dumb down
our demands," she said.

"We have sent letters to the BJP,
Congress, CPI-M and Trinamool
Congress in Bengal.Our members in
other states will do the same with the
respective parties. It's a national drive
and we are ready," she said.

She added that in case their
requisitions fall on deaf ears, the
workers might reconsider their
decision to vote.

Sex workers want to live a life of
dignity, said another sex worker
Pooja. "Our demands are in

accordance with our age. We need
respect, and not just be considered as
sex workers. Our children need to be
provided with schooling facilities,"
she said.

"Despite voting, I have witnessed
no change over the years. Poverty still
persists. I do not want my children
and grandchildren to face whatever I
did. I want them to get out of this
area," Guddi, a sex worker from
Bihar, now retired because of age,
said.

On being asked what she wanted
her children to become, she ruefully
added: "I want them to become so
many things, but what is there to
wish? Only fate will decide. We want
change in our lives."

Ruchira Gupta, founder president,
Apne Aap Women Worldwide, a
grassroots movement to end
trafficking of women, agreed that
education for children among other
things top their list of basic needs.

Sex workers seek
A LIFE OF DIGNITY

NATIONAL NEWS
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Justice R M Lodha - the secondsenior most judge in the Supreme
Court – reminded the judicial
machinery that ‘justice delayed is
justice denied,’ while ordering
expeditious criminal trials against
MPs and MLAs.

Apparently annoyed over the
huge backlog of cases, Justice Lodha,
who is all set to take charge as Chief
Justice of India said prolonged delays
in cases of the common man should
be tackled at any cost.

The fact is appalling. The
pendency of cases filed in courts
across the country now stands at a
staggering 3.3 crore, and many of
them are more than 20 years' old.

While 2.46 crore cases are stuck
in subordinate courts and 45 lakh in
high courts, the backlog in the
Supreme Court is 65,893 cases. The
most worrying part is that nearly

60% of these cases are more than one
year old, of which 40% are more than
five years' old.

Painting a grim picture of the
situation, Justice Lodha said things
could only be looked up, if the
Centre enhanced the budgetary
allocation for judiciary from the
negligible 0.4% to 0.11% as being
witnessed over the past decade,
which is grossly inadequate to set up
more courts and improve
infrastructure in existing ones.

He also felt there was a drastic
need for improving the judge-
population ratio in the country, which
in India is just 13 judges for every 10
lakh people against 35-40 in other
developing nations and 50 in a
developed country.

A livid Lodha said, “Why should
there be exception for MPs and
MLAs? Every trial should be
expedited so that the guilty will go to
jail and sword hanging above the
head of an innocent can be removed
at the earliest, but we are helpless
though we are trying our best. The
Centre should be helping us. We need
more courts, better infrastructure.”

He had suggested that judiciary
must be allowed to use three major
sources of funds from within - court
fees, fines imposed in criminal
courts and costs imposed by courts
which now go to the government's
coffers, for developing judicial
infrastructure. 

DELAYED
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the pendency of cases
filed in courts across the
country now stands at a

staggering 3.3 crore,
and many of them are

more than 20 years' old
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black Money probe
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The Supreme Court has slammed
successive governments at the centre in

the last 65 years for doing nothing to bring
back the black money stashed away in tax havens abroad.

The apex court on March 26 rejected the centre's plea
seeking recall of the court's order setting up a Special
Investigation Team (SIT) to probe the flight of
unaccounted money in foreign banks.

The bench of Justice H L Dattu, Justice Ranjana
Prakash Desai and Justice Madan B Lokur said that since
1947, nobody thought of taking back this money.

After 65 years, at least a citizen in 2011 came and
complained that the economy of the country was getting
destroyed on account of black money getting parked in tax
havens, the court said.

The apex court on July 4, 2011 ordered setting up of a
Special Investigation Team headed by its two former
judges – B P Jeevan Reddy with Justice M B Shah as his
deputy - to monitor investigations into stashing away of
black money in tax havens.

Appreciating counsel Ram Jethmalani for bringing the
issue before the court, Justice Dattu said: "If the money is

brought back, we need not pay 30 percent tax."
Pulling up the government for its inaction on

bringing back the black money, the court said:
"There will be a body (SIT) because you have
failed. Were you not aware where the black

money is deposited? You know it very well."
"Even if you have taken steps, this court being the

highest court and the constitutional court can pass such an
order," Justice Dattu said.

"This is an unusual situation. This court wants that the
black money stashed in foreign banks should be
accounted. This court took cudgels. Therefore, we kept the
matter pending. Therefore, we must monitor," the court
said.

Solicitor General Mohan Parasaran told the court it
was not expected to monitor the SIT investigation as there
were several other authorities empowered under the law.

He told the court the government has taken concrete
action and launched prosecution against Hasan Ali and
Kashiram Topuria allegedly engaged in money laundering.

Apparently not impressed, the court said the order
setting up the SIT was in the economic interest of the
country and it feels that the black money should come
back. 
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It appears more and more men inUttar Pradesh are craving for a hug
or if possible a kiss from actress
turned politician Nagma.

Nagma, who began her film
career in south and moved to north
before becoming popular in Bhojpuri
film industry, is now contesting for
Lok Sabha from Meerut constituency
in Uttar Pradesh.

However, she is facing hardships
during campaign as men see her as a
hot girl than a politician. She acted in
sensuous films with no inhibition in
shedding clothes, locking lips and
on-screen romance.

It appears men in Uttar
Pradesh look at Nagma with
lustful eyes and not ready to
accept her as a mere politician.
It is due to this reason, even an
elderly legislator from
Congress tried to kiss her in
public view recently.

Though bewildered, Nagma did
not lose her composure and later
played down the incident saying the
legislator was a father figure for her.

However, she lost her cool on
March 28 while campaigning in
Jallikot in the constituency as a man
tried to came very close to her. Men,
particularly youngsters mobbed her
in an attempt to shake hands with her

so that they can have a feel of her
tender touch.

At one point Nagma slapped a
man when he tried to hug her. In the
meantime, security personnel tried to
clear the mob following which
disappointed youth shouted slogans
against the actress turned politician
demanding her to leave the place
immediately. 

UP men want to
kiss, hug Nagma

NATIONAL NEWS
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As part of its efforts to increase air
connectivity with tier-11 and tier

111 cities, the Centre is planning to
build 200 low-cost airports in the next
20 years, according to a civil aviation
ministry official.

Speaking ahead of India Aviation
2014, the country's largest civil
aviation exhibition, G. Ashok Kumar,
Joint Secretary, Civil Aviation, said
reporters that low-cost, small and no-
frill airports would be built in tier-II
and tier-III cities in order to boost the
development of the aviation sector in
the second phase.

He said the non-metro airports in
India presently accounts for only
about 30 percent of the total air
traffic, but is expected to rise to 45
percent in the next few years.

“The government is also planning
to construct 15 additional airports in
the country under the Greenfield
Airport Policy, by identifying the
most suitable low cost viable model,”
he said.

It will cost Rs.1,500 crore  for
Airports Authority of India (AAI)
plans to develop non metro airports
during the 12th Plan.

Ashok Kumar said as the
operating and service costs at the
major airports were staggeringly
high, they were mulling to build small
no-frill airports. “They will have the
basic infrastructure and will be like
upgraded high-class railway
stations,” he said.

According to officials in AAI, the
Centre is planning to invest over $120
billion in the development of airport
infrastructure; improvement in

connecting infrastructure;
development of world class air
navigation services infrastructure and
other related activities to improve the
air connectivity. According to Ashok
Kumar, India is expected to become
the third largest aviation market after
the US and China by 2020. It
currently ranks ninth, he said.

Indian will have 336 million
domestic and 85 million international
passengers by 2020.  It has at present
121 million domestic and 41 million
international passengers.

Ashok Kumar said about 400
aircraft are currently operational in
the country and by 2020 the number
is expected to reach 1000 aircrafts,
adding that there is a huge
opportunity for MRO sector
(Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul
sector).  

according to a civil aviation ministry official,
centre is planning to build 200 low-cost airports in the next 20 years

Flying High
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The India Aviation Show 2014, which began on March 12 at
the Begumpet Airport, concluded on March 16. The next
edition of the Aviation Show will be held between March 16

and 20, 2016. The five-day event witnessed the participation of
about 250 exhibitors related to the aviation industry including
major players like Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier and Rolls Royce.
About 18 aircraft were displayed as part of the event which
included the Airbus A380, the world’s largest passenger aircraft
and Boeing Dreamliner. The number of business visitors on the
first three days of the event was around 5,000. The last two days
saw a large turnout of general public. The event was organised
by FICCI and Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of India.

INDIA AVIATION SHOW
STEALS THE THUNDER

NATIONAL NEWS
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In a bizarre incident, two daughtersof the King of Saudi Arabia claim
they and their sisters have been held
prisoner in the royal palace for 13
years.

The daughters - Princesses Sahar,
42, and Jawaher, 38 – alleged that
they were being kept against their
will in a guarded villa in the royal
compound in Jeddah, shedding light
into the usually secret world of royal
family of a country where women are
effectively treated as second-class
citizens.

Saudi Arabia is the only country
in the world that prohibits women
from driving. It scored 130th out of
134 countries analysed by the World
Economic Forum in a 2009 report on
gender parity.

But the restrictions allegedly
placed on Sahar and Jawaher go well
beyond what is allowed under Saudi
law.

According to reports, through
emails and phone calls to a Sunday
newspaper, Sahar and Jawaher
claimed that their sisters Hala, 39,
and Maha, 41, were also being held,
incommunicado, in separate villas in
the Jeddah compound.

Their mother Alanoud Alfayez,
who is divorced from Saudi King
Abdullah, has reportedly written to
the UN's human rights agency to
intervene on their behalf.

She told the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) that her daughters were
'imprisoned, held against their will,

cut off from the world', according to
a report in The Sunday Times.

Sahar and Jawaher told the
newspaper in an email that they are
kept alone in a house most of which
they have closed off as they have
been left to fend for themselves with
nobody to help them with the
housework.

“We slowly watch each other
fading away into nothingness,” they
said, adding that their sister Hala had
told them 'that her mind is slipping
away ... that the life is being sucked
out of her.'

They added that they can only go
out to shop for food - and even for
this, they need permission from a
half-brother whom the king has put
in charge of them.

It was also revealed that Sahar
found a teller's job at a bank through
a friend, which she enjoyed because
it 'saved me from the monotony and
tediousness of life in Saudi'.

However, upon telling her father
that she wanted to start working full
time, he blocked it - and said he did
not want any of his daughters to be
an employee.

“I tried to persuade him that it
was a small women’s bank that dealt
with university students’ accounts
and that it was quite a decent place,”

she said. 'He ridiculed my efforts.'
Abdullah became king of Saudi

Arabia in 2005. The oil-rich state is
a key ally of the U.S. in the Middle
East and its extensive royal family
enjoy massive wealth, with the king
one of the world's richest men.

Ms Alfayez was only 15 years old
when she married King Abdullah,
who was then in his 40s, but he
divorced her just over a decade later.

The king, who has 38 children by
a number of wives, has placed his
four daughters with Alfayez under
the control of three of their half-
brothers, according to Sahar.

two daughters of saudi arabian
king claim that they, along with
two other sisters, have been
kept under captivity in a royal
palace for the past 13 years

Princesses
in prison
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You claim Naturals is India’s No.1
hair and beauty salon. Could you
tell our readers the journey of
Naturals?

We have started our business in
2000 with one salon in Chennai. Our
dedication, honesty and quality paid
rich dividends and today we have 355
salons across India.

The concept of franchising and

unisex salons picked up momentum
in 2007-08. There is a lot of vaccum
in this industry and we wanted to
capitalize it. And the growth has been
quick. We now want to take the
number to 3000 by the end of 2017,
i.e. one new salon in a week.
What way naturals is different
from others in the industry?

The first and foremost difference
is that we follow franchising partner
model. Who are extended arm of

naturals family. Besides, naturals
provide continuous and complete
support for its partners in training
human resources and all other
departments.
What is your take on competition
in the industry?

I don’t think others are
competitors for us. In fact, naturals is
a competitor for naturals. An internal
and healthy competition exists
between our branches which is

Beautifying All
The Naturals Way

The booming beauty
industry has opened
gateways for many
opportunities. In an
era where beauty is
marked by external
features, the
concept of unisex
salons has gained
huge popularity. In
an interview with
The News, S Arvind
Kumar, Regional
Manager of Naturals
Beauty Salon India
speaks about his
company’s growth
and expansion plans.
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promising faster growth.
Where do you want to see naturals
among competitors?

No doubt at Number One.
What inspires naturals in
multiplying the number of salons?

We create an opportunity for the
people to become an employer from
employee. This passion of ours drives
us in multiplying the numbers.
What are the new business
partnerships naturals has entered
into?

We entered into partnership with
Bharti Walmart and opened first salon
in Easyday, Ghaziabad. We are the
first people to venture into Walmart.
What is the management style in
naturals?

Sincerely, it is democratic and
highly friendly.
Who is naturals style icon?

Kareena Kapoor
One Tollywood celebrity naturals is
proud to style?

Genelia
Who is the celebrity naturals would
like to style?

Deepika Padukone
What are the future plans?

Well, as I said earlier, we want to
open 3000 salons by 2017 thereby

creating direct employment for
50,000 people. Moreover, we want to
groom 1000 women entrepreneurs as
part of this expansion plan.

The immediate plan is to become
number one in Asia by opening 650
salons by the end of this year. I am
sure it would not be a difficult task
since we already have 355 salons
across India.
Tell us how did you come into this
industry?

I was a senior manager for Vijay
Home Appliances, where I worked
for 14 years beginning my career as
sales representative. One of my
friends, who live in US wanted to
start a good business and contacted
me. While I was in search for a good
business opportunity for my friend, I
met naturals co-founder C K
Kumaravel in the year 2008.
Subsequently, I joined hands with
naturals and here I am.
What do you love most about your
profession?

I love everything right from
people processes and product line.
What practices and initiatives you
have initiated in Hyderabad?

I have created systems, processes
and discipline. In a nutshell, redefined

the perception and personality of
those connected with naturals.
What motivates you?

There are a lot of things which
motivate ranging from my team to
franchise partners and smile
providers. More and more franchise
partners give me more and more
energy to work. Moreover, I am a
positive thinking man, energetic,
good trainer and motivator.
How do you strike balance between
personal and professional life?

I am passionate about this
profession. However, I prioritise
things and spend time with people
around me – be it in personal life or
professional life – which allows me
to strike a balance.
What is your achievement?

Highest retention and lowest
attrition is what I am known for. I
have been able to open and
effectively supervise 42 salons across
Andhra Pradesh.
What is your advice to

upcoming hair stylists?
Keep your basics and attitude

straight. Be accurate and honest to
your client. More importantly, look at
the customer from customer
perception. 
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What is the origin and concept of
‘Fitness Solutions’?

When I turned 40, I noticed most
of my friends going through a phase
of life that was riddled with health
problems such as diabetes,
hypertension, knee pains and spinal
problems and so on.  It was then I
thought of entering this industry to
promote fitness among older people
and keep them healthy.
What are the common myths about
fitness?

The most common myth is that
fitness is only for young people. This
needs to be eradicated. More than
youngsters, fitness is required for
older people to stay healthy.

The other myth is that women
need not take care about their fitness.
But, I say women should take special
care about fitness.

Human body is like a machine
and life after 50 is like second
innings. You need to recondition it
when you start your second innings
and keep it fit. So, you need to
workout regularly.

What are the services offered by
‘Fitness Solutions’?

We offer complete fitness and spa
services. It is a complete fitness
regime.
What is your advice for older
people?

Health is wealth, especially after
50. If you go only after wealth, after
certain period you would be
compelled to spend it on your health.
So, invest in health. It will be the wise
investment you can make.
Is it true that people will bloat if
they stop visiting gym?

on a
fItness
MIssIon

on a
fItness
MIssIon

human body is the most
efficient machine ever
designed. It needs
reconditioning after you turn
50. It’s due to this reason,
elderly people and women
should think of fitness more
than youngsters, says abdul
khadeer Mohammed, an
experienced personal trainer.
having business interests in
hotel and automobile industry,
this mechanical engineer is
now on a mission to promote
fitness particularly among the
older people. abdul khadeer
speaks to the news about the
importance of health.
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It is completely wrong to think so.
You never bloat if you stop visiting
gym. Instead, it is because of your
diet. In your regular diet, you
consume lots of calories and they
remain unburnt when you stop
visiting a gym. If you reduce in the
intake of calories you will not bloat
even if you stop going for gym.
What is your advice for aspiring
body builders?

You have to be dedicated to
fitness training. The training should
be a perfect combination of cardio,
strength exercises, stretching and
sleep. In simple words – you should
pay attention to workout, food and
rest.
What is your take on six pack abs
for youngsters?

Well, six pack will be there in
every human body. It is only that they
have to put in some efforts to show it.
They can do it if they are dedicated to
fitness exercises and diet.
What makes the youngsters take
steroids for fitness?

It’s a bad practice. I have never
recommended it. I am completely
against using steroids. Instead, I
recommend proteins for fitness.
What motivates you?

The biggest motivation is that
health consciousness is growing by
the day. Further, I get motivated after
people come and workout with me

and feel relieved of their health
problems. “A smile on the face of
people coming to me for fitness
motivates me a lot.”
You have interests in varied

businesses, which surely keep you
busy. So, how do you strike a
balance between professional life
and personal life?

I prioritize depending upon the
situation. Anyway, I am there just a
call away for all my near & dear ones.
What are your expansion plans as
far as fitness industry is
concerned?

Well, we currently have four
gyms and we wish to make it 14 as
soon as possible. 
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Since you are into critical care, you
are bound to receive bouquets and
brickbats. How do you manage
those situations?

See, we try our best to save the
lives of patients who come to us.
Despite our best efforts, sometimes
we may not be able to save
somebody’s life. It’s part of our
profession and we have to accept

whatever comes. I take brickbats as
an experience and try improve
myself.

You are seen as god when you
save somebody’s life who has been
brought in a very critical condition to
your facility. How does it feel when
you are praised as a life saver?

I feel contented that I have done
my job reasonably well due to which
someone has been benefited. And I
draw energy from such instances and
try to save more and more lives.
How best critical care in
Hyderabad is compared to other
metros and developed countries?

We are still in the stage of
development. This branch is not very
old here. It is only four to five years
old. We are yet to get advanced
technology, gadgets, trained people
and we lack critical care beds.
Currently, the cost of critical care is

Critical Care
gives me

The very term ‘critical care’
indicates it is risky business. Yet,
Dr Anoop Mehta, Director of
Department of Critical Care &
Internal Medicine at Srikara
Hospitals tells The News that he
opted this branch of medicine
because it gives him ‘kick’.
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also a bit high in Hyderabad.
However, over a period of time the
cost will come down as more and
more technology, gadgets and trained
people in critical care arrive in this
branch of medicine.
Your profession is critical to carry
on. So, what prompted you to
specialize in critical care?

Critical care is a branch of the
medicine which deals with life and
death more closely. No other branch
in medicine death is seen so closely.
A new life is given to patients brought
in critical condition, which gives me
a kick.
What is the difference between
emergency rooms of other hospitals
and your critical care facility?

Emergency room or casualty is
the place where a patient is first
received and physician makes
preliminary diagnosis before
directing the patient to go to a
particular department of medicine.
But my department deals with all the
infectious diseases, poisoning, snake
bites, those who require oxygen and

ventilator support, very low and high
blood pressure, too high or low sugar
levels – to say in one word – my
branch takes care of anything out of
range.

Further, my branch is the only
facility where senior most physicians
are available round the clock whereas
in other places fresh graduates are
often posted in emergency rooms,
particularly during nights.
Tell us something about yourself?

Well, I have done my MBBS
from government medical college in
Nagpur and MD in medicine from
Lokmanya Tilak Medical College,
Bombay. I have done European
Diploma in Intensive Care from UK
and fellowship from CMC, Vellore in
Diabetology and Masters in Business
Administration in hospital
management.
Who is your inspiration?

I am impressed by my teacher,
guide and mentor Ms Yojana
Gokhale. She has inspired me a lot
and taught me how to ensure balance
between personal and professional

life while having a reasonably good
practice.
Well, consider this. If you are
attending an important function
and you receive a SOS call from a
patient. How do you respond?

I prioritize depending on the
situation. Here, I wish to say that I am
thankful for my wife who
understands my profession
completely and bears with my
pressing schedule.
What are your future plans?

I have set up critical care in
Srikara Hospital. I wish this facility
becomes the best critical care unit for
the entire state.
What is your advice for the people
in need of critical care?

Well, time is life in critical care.
The recovery percentage is high if
patient comes as quickly as possible.
For instance, the probability of
recovery in case of a snake bite will
be 100 percent if the patient is
brought to me within minutes.

So, I only say, “act swiftly to save
lives”. 
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Majlis Ittehadul Muslimeen
(MIM) has dropped its leader

and Karwan MLA Mohammed
Muqtada Khan aka Afsar Khan for
the 2014 elections. Instead, a less
known leader Kausar Mohiuddin has
been named as its candidate from
Karwan constituency.

This was announced by the MIM
chief Asaduddin Owaisi on March
31. Political analysts say Afsar Khan
has been dropped because his
chances of victory are bleak for
various reasons. He has become
notorious with his high handed
behavior ever since he became the
legislator, they said.

Recently, the court of special
magistrate in Khairatabad while
disposing a criminal case (CC No.1
of 2013) observced that, ““The
evidence of PW-2 Mohammed
Muqtada Khan aka Afsar Khan is not
at all trustworthy and not free from
the suspicion because his oral
evidence deposed before court on
oath is not getting collaboration on
material aspects from other
independent eye witnesses
examined.”

The court also observed that, “He
deposed before court several
exaggerated facts which are not
finding place in his report given
under Exhibit P-1 (Police complaint).
Similarly, he has not stated alleged
criminal overt acts of any of the
accused in his compliant. In cross
examination he admitted above said

omission which tantamount to
contradictions. Therefore no prudent
man would like to bank upon
evidence of PW-2 Mohammed
Muqtada Khan @ Afsar Khan.”

Further, the MIM is worried over
Afsar Khan’s high handed behavior
and increasing involvement in
grabbing and encroaching wakf
properties and helping the
encroachers.  He encroached a wakf
property at Mehdipatnam and
mortgaged it to a cooperative bank to

avail huge loan. He did not repay the
loan deliberately forcing the bank to
go for auction of the property.
However, the wakf board claimed
ownership of the property and
stopped the auction, sources said.

It may also be recalled Afsar
Khan had fired from his licensed
revolver into air to threaten GHMC
officials who were demolishing a
building as part of encroachment
removal in Abids. His act resulted in
a huge traffic jam after opening fire
causing serious inconvenience for the
common people for several hours.

Further, he tried to assault
renowned writer Tasleema Nasreen,
terming her anti-Islamic when she
visited Hyderabad. His highhanded
and unruly act was supported by
MIM floor leader in the Assembly,
Akbaruddin Owaisi.

He was also accused in a criminal
case for assaulting doctors at the
Niloufer Hospital in the year 2007.
The doctors had to go on a strike
demanding justice. It is also said that
Muqtada Khan had ordered his
supporters to smear an Urdu
newspaper editor with sewerage
water.

All these things appear to have
made the MIM leadership to drop
Afsar Khan from the list of
contestants for the 2014 elections,
sources said.

Meanwhile, the MIM also
dropped its Nampally MLA Virasat
Rasool Khan, who is involved in the
encroachment of wakf property
worth crores of rupees. 

MIM drops treacherous
legislator

POLITICAL NEWS
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It appears the leaders of YSR
Congress Party (YSRCP) are ahead
of other political parties in bribing
the voters across the state.

The arrest of YSRCP legislator
Kapu Ramachandra Reddy of
Rayadurgam Assembly Constituency
in Anantapur district and seizure of
huge quantity of sarees from another
YSRCP leader Tallagadda Prasad of
Machilipatnam are the early
indications of this bribing trend.

Ramachandra Reddy was

arrested for allegedly distributing
valuables and cheques to the voters.
However, he was later released on
bail.

It appears Reddy was alerted well
in advance about the arrival of a
police team from neighbouring
Karnataka to arrest him. So, he got
himself admitted to a hospital.

Police conducted the searches
after cricket kits, wall clocks, sarees,
pressure cookers and cheques worth
Rs 36 lakh were seized at a checkpost
in Bellary. The items were allegedly
being transported from Bellary to

Rayadurgam by Reddy's supporters.
According to police, the articles

and cheques were meant for
distribution among voters ahead of
March 30 municipal elections. Local
police officials questioned Reddy
and later produced him before a
court, which granted him bail.

YSRCP, however, denied the
allegations against Reddy. Its leaders
met Director General of Police B
Prasada Rao to complain about the
"illegal" arrest. They said
Rayadurgam police acted out of
vengeance towards Reddy. 

YSRCP AHEAD OF
OTHERS IN BRIBING

VOTERS

POLITICAL NEWS
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After Jayaprada and Roja left the
party, there was no other actress

except for Kavita to work for Telugu
Desam Party (TDP).

At this point of time, beautiful
and curvy actress Sana came calling
from the glamour industry. She
joined TDP in the presence of its chief
N Chandrababu Naidu on March 28.

Hailing from minority community, Sana
(Shanur Sana Begum), joined TDP fascinated
by the vision the party chief had for the
development of the telugu people.

However, gossip is that Sana has not been
getting any plum roles in movies and therefore
joined the politics to try her luck.

Sana, who acted in several films and
television serials, with not much success, told
media persons that she would strive for the
development of the party.

Meanwhile, sources in the party said
Sana would be helpful in pulling crowds in
rural and semi-urban areas during election
campaign. 

Glamour girl

sana
joins TDP
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More and more actors from
the Telugu film industry
are entering the political

screen for various reasons and hectic
lobbying is on either for tickets or for
certain benefits in return for
campaigning for the candidates.

Popular actor Pawan Kalyan has
launched new political party Jana
Sena and extended his support to
BJP's prime ministerial candidate
Narendra Modi. In the last elections,
he was a key campaigner for Praja
Rajyam Party (PRP), which was
launched by his eldest and most
famous brother K Chiranjeevi amid
much fanfare in 2008.

stars to cast a s  pell on ap polls
POLITICAL NEWS
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The poll disaster forced
Chiranjeevi to wind up PRP and
merge with the Congress in 2010.
Unhappy with this, Pawan has now
come out with a new party and
vowed to bury the Congress. On the
other hand, Chiranjeevi is leading
the Congress campaign in
Seemandhra. Like a Telugu
potboiler, the stage is set for a war
between brothers.

Following on Pawan's footsteps,
Nagarjuna also flew to Ahmedabad
to extend support to Modi. Though
Nagarjuna has ruled out joining
politics, the BJP is trying to cash in
on the star's support to Modi.

Veteran actor Mohan Babu, a
former TDP leader and member of
the Rajya Sabha, is also planning to
join the BJP. Mohan Babu is said to
be aspiring for a ticket for the Lok
Sabha election.

Krishnam Raju, another veteran
actor, has also returned to the BJP
after failing to win the Lok Sabha
election on the PRP ticket in the last
elections. Popularly known as 'rebel
star', Raju is a two-time MP and
served as minister of state in the Atal
Bihari Vajpayee government.

If BJP's poll alliance with TDP
materializes, the formation will have
the backing of almost all the big
stars. The TDP already has the
support of Nandamuri Balakrishna,
son of TDP founder. Balakrishna, the
brother-in-law of TDP chief Nara
Chandrababu Naidu, will campaign
for the party. The actor, whose
daughter is married to Naidu's son
Lokesh, is also planning to contest
for assembly or Lok Sabha.

Despite strained relations
between Naidu and his brother-in-
law N Harikrishna, the latter's actor
son Junior NTR has not ruled out
campaigning for the TDP.

TDP is also backed by veteran
actor M Murali Mohan, who had
unsuccessfully contested for the Lok
Sabha in the last elections. Popular
comedian Ali is also an aspirant for
the TDP ticket to contest for the
assembly.

In Telangana, actresses of
yesteryears Vijayashanti and
Jayasudha are the only glamour faces
for the Congress. Vijayashanti is
likely to seek re-election to the
Medak Lok Sabha seat. She was
elected in 2009 on a Telangana
Rashtra Samithi (TRS) ticket.
Jayasudha plans to seek re-election to
the assembly from Secunderabad.

For YSR Congress party, Roja is
the only star face. After failing twice
to win the assembly election in
Chittoor district on the TDP ticket,
this time she is trying her luck as
YSR Congress candidate. 

stars to cast a s  pell on ap polls
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With elections fast approaching,
campaigning is picking up in

Seemandhra with leaders of all
parties hitting the road. The elections
in undivided Andhra Pradesh are
scheduled for April 30 and May 7.

The Congress party has launched
bus yatra in Seemandhra to enthuse
party cadres even as several leaders
including former central and state
ministers leaving the party and
joining other parties.

Former film star K Chiranjeevi,
who is heading the party's campaign
committee, is leading the bus yatra.
This is the first attempt by the party
to reach out to people after
bifurcation.

However, the Congress is lagging
far behind the Telugu Desam Party
(TDP) and the YSR Congress Party
(YSRCP) in the campaigning,
fearing a public backlash in view of
the bifurcation of the state.

Even Jai Samaikyandhra Party
(JSP) floated by Kiran Kumar Reddy,
who resigned as chief minister last
month to protest bifurcation, has
already addressed public meetings in
parts of Seemandhra.

While the Congress and the
Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) in
Telangana are seeking vote by
claiming credit for separate statehood
to the region, the Congress, TDP,
YSR Congress and Jai

Samaikyandhra are slugging it out in
Seemandhra blaming each other for
the state's division.

The Congress is promising to
build modern Andhra Pradesh and
claiming credit for the special
package announced for the state.

"The division is painful but
irreversible. We are committed to
make Andhra Pradesh the most
developed state in the country," said
Raghuveera Reddy, president of the
Andhra Pradesh unit of the party.

The TDP is already riding high
on influx of several Congress leaders
including sitting MPs and state
legislators. Its chief N Chandrababu
Naidu is aggressively campaigning

in Seemandhra. Claiming credit for
transforming Hyderabad into a
vibrant economic and IT hub when
he was chief minister from 1994 to
2004, Naidu is promising to build
Andhra Pradesh and a new capital on
similar lines.

YSR Congress chief Y S
Jaganmohan Reddy, his mother Y S
Vijayamma and sister Sharmila are
criss-crossing Seemandhra to garner
support for the party. The party
floated by Jagan in 2010 after
resigning from the Congress is ahead
in campaigning but has failed to
attract political heavyweights from
the Congress, who are preferring to
join the TDP. 

CAMPAIGNING
picks up momentum

IN SEEMANDHRA

POLITICAL NEWS
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Popular Telugu actor Nagarjuna
recently met BJP prime

ministerial candidate Narendra Modi
in Ahmedabad amidst speculation
that the meeting was aimed at getting
the party ticket for the actor’s wife
Amala.

However, putting a stop for the
speculation, Nagarjuna told reporters
after the meeting that he was neither
joining politics nor did he seek party
ticket for his wife. However, he said
he wanted Modi to become the prime
minister keeping in view the overall
growth in Gujarat.

Nagarjuna left no chance to praise
Modi. Now, imagine whether it is
possible an actor and a businessman
will meet a politician, projected as the
future prime minister of the country,
without any purpose. And what could
be the purpose behind the hour long
meeting between the actor and Modi?

Nagarjuna has always been loyal

to the politicians in power. First he
endorsed the policies of Chandrababu
Naidu when Telugu Desam Party was
in power. Subsequently, he endorsed
the policies of Y S Rajasekhara
Reddy when the latter was the chief
minister. Now, the actor is all set to
endorse Modi.

Sources say, Nagarjuna actually
met Modi to discuss the future of
YSR Congress party chief Y S
Jaganmohan Reddy and the
industrialists involved in the
corruption cases investigated by the
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI).

One of the industrialists,
popularly known as Matrix Prasad,
had to spend more than six months in
prison for his involvement in the
cases in which Jagan is the prime
accused. Nagarjuna is worried about
Matrix Prasad since both are business
partners, while Prasad is worried
about his future.

According to sources, Nagarjuna
met Modi following the instructions
given by Jagan via Matrix Prasad.
Jagan is bargaining a safe deal with
BJP if the party forms government at
the centre. The Kadapa MP is accused
of amassing huge wealth in no time
by extending undue favours for
industrialists through his chief
minister father Y S Rajasekhara
Reddy.

Sources said that Jagan has sent a
message through Nagarjuna to Modi
promising to extend support to the
NDA government in return for the
safety of his wealth as well as his
industrialist friends. 

jagan behind nag-Modi meet

nagarjuna actually met
Modi to discuss the future
of ycp chief y s
jaganmohan reddy and the
industrialists involved in
the corruption cases
investigated by the cbI
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jayaprada’s
political asylum
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In a lackluster political refuge, former Bollywoodpinup Jayaprada, along with her political mentor and
former Samajwadi Party (SP) leaders Amar Singh
joined the Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) in the second week
of March.

It was the end of a miserable journey for the
comrades in politics as both of them lost their hold over
their party some time ago. They announced their
decision to join RLD in a
press conference attended
by RLD chief Ajit Singh
and the two former SP
leaders.

Amar Singh was once
close to Mulayam Singh
Yadav and was the deal
maker for the SP, but sadly
was expelled from the party
in 2010. Actor-turned-
politician Jayaprada
followed him in quitting the
party.

Addressing the press
conference, the RLD chief
said his party would be
fighting on eight seats in western
Uttar Pradesh. Amar Singh went
ahead to back RLD's demand for a
separate Harit Pradesh carved out of
western Uttar Pradesh. "Development in
Uttar Pradesh is not possible without
dividing it," said Amar Singh.

The former SP leader, who is known for
his blunt remarks, tried to make peace with
both Congress and BJP saying he "respects"
Congress president Sonia Gandhi, and
calling BJP president Rajnath Singh a
"friend". 

after a long search for newer
pastures, actress-turned-
politician jayaprada has finally
joined rashtriya lok dal, along
with her former colleague amar
singh

POLITICAL NEWS
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With no political party courageous enough to field
her in the elections, controversial item girl

Rakhi Sawant launched her own political party
called Rashtriya Aam Party (RAAP).

The hot girl will file her nomination for the Lok Sabha
election from Mumbai North-West Parliamentary

constituency.
Wearing green chilli-shaped earrings, Rakhi said she
was seeking green chilli as the symbol for her party

because green chilli resembles her persona.
Unveiling her party’s name Rakhi said, “I am

neither an orphan politician nor an independent.
Now I have my own party. I am the vice-president.”

“I will give my last drop of blood to serve the
common people and provide an alternative as
people are fed up with corruption,” Rakhi said.

A fan of BJP prime ministerial candidate
Narendra Modi, Rakhi said she was leaving the

film industry and entering politics to serve
the common people and fight for women’s

honour and safety.
Rakhi said she didn’t want to see

Mumbai become like Delhi which is
notorious for rapes. She said she

would arrange self-defense
and karate classes for
women so  that they

could defend
themselves.  

PLUNGE INTO
POLITICS

Hot girl’s
TINSEL TOWN
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Summer is here and it’s time for
city’s pretty young things to get

hotter for the season! And when
sensuous models sashayed the ramp
in attires specially designed for the
season, people who gathered at
Central mall were awestruck and left
agape.

The vibrant fashion destination
showcased trendy Spring Summer
’14 collection amidst glitz and
glamour across all Central stores in
the country. The collection comprises
fashion ranging from over 1000
international and national brands that
are available under one roof.

Form bold solids, effervescent
neon, summery pastels, tribal and
digital prints, funky accessories to
even lingerie – everything was

showcased. From sheath, shift, maxis
and summer to cocktail dresses took
the visitors by surprise.

Printed bottoms are ‘in’ and are
seen trending runways across the
globe for quite a while. Fashion
experts feel that it can never go out of
fashion. All the latest trends were all
on display at Central’s Spring
Summer Fashion showcase 2014.

The Spring Summer Collection
took care of all fashion needs of a
customer with the latest in apparel,
footwear, eyewear, watches,
cosmetics, fragrances and hand bags.
Fashion freaks could choose from a
wide range of ladies’ western brands
like Oxygen, AND, Forever New,
Mineral, Vero Moda, Latin Quarters
and Remanika. It also offered

exciting tribal and digital prints in
ladies’ ethnic brands like Global Desi,
Fushion Beats, Desi Belle, Biba,
Mohr and Rangmanch.

Jitendranath Patri, Marketing
Head- Central and Brand Factory
said, “Central’s Spring Summer 2014
collection has been assembled from
some of the latest trends around the
globe. In fact these trends have been
put together by partnering with the
best national and international brands.
Not just that, this season Central yet
again offers a wide and vibrant
collection of Spring Summer, with
this showcase we aim to make fresh
and colorful fashion available to our
customers across all categories. This
season is all about flaunting your SS
’14 look in style.” 

Get ready for
SUMMER!

FASHION NEWS
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Agroup of budding interior
designers from INIFD has come

up with an impressive collection of
water cascades which they put on
display at their institute in
Himayatnagar.

The cascades, with different
themes like ‘Go Green’, ‘Nature’,
‘Shiv Ling’, ‘Hill Water Fall’,
‘Collage’, ‘Color Pebble’ etc. had
enthralled the visitors who came to
see the wonder designs. They
cascades were decked up with bright

lights by the students.
Star fashion designer Ashley

Rebello, who dropped in to see the
amazing creations was full of praises
to the students who designed the
cascades.

These works were the outcome of
the students who had done a special
workshop by Ajit Verma, a Master in
Fine Arts (Sculpture) from Jamia
Millia Islamia, New Delhi who has
done many projects like the murals
on Telugu Talli flyover opposite to
Secretariat in Hyderabad, murals
along the Marina Beach, Chennai;

cascade on Tank Bund, YSR
memorial Atmakur and also some of
the government parks like
Sanjeevaiah Park, NTR Gardens and
Lotus Pond, etc. Speaking on the
occasion Verma said the experience
gained by the students in making
these water cascades would help
them in their careers and would aid
them in designing such water
cascades on a larger scale.

“Waterfalls, fountains and water
features are very interesting things. A
garden is incomplete without a water
feature. Whether it is a small pond or

indoors
Cascades

A group of aspiring
designers displayed
beautiful water
cascades designed
by them, much to
the surprise of
interior design
enthusiasts

for

LIFE STYLE
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a fountain, water brings both charm and
dynamism into your interiors as well as your
garden. Water features transform an ordinary
interior space or garden into a delightful
sanctuary. The beauty of water has generated a
romantic and alluring mystique since the
beginning of time. The enchanting presence of
water is an essential part to any garden. That is
why our students are not only taught these but
also given a chance to showcase and exhibit
their skills,” said Jenny, Center Manager of
INIFD.

Speaking on the occasion, Sanjay Saraswat,
Regional Director of INIFD, said, “A water
garden creates endless possibilities for an avid
gardener. The addition of aquatic plants bring
new look. You will be able to enhance your
interiors with a new found variety of water
cascades and fountains. A well-designed
landscape that includes a carefully constructed
water feature will increase the value of your
property.  These can be both indoor and outdoor.
But the water cascades exhibited by our
students are the miniature ones for indoor.” 
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It was International Women’s Dayin early March, and city’s women
too celebrated the day with much
gusto. Many programmes were
organized across the city and several
prominent personalities addressed
city’s vibrant women in various
locations.

But those who are in the
‘software club’ had it in their own
style. Women members of the IT and
ITES Industry Association of Andhra
Pradesh gathered at Infosys Ltd,
Gachibowli. Apparently, the theme of
the celebrations was ‘Women's
Safety & Empowerment’.

Addressing the gathering,
Inspector General of Police Welfare
Dr Soumya Mishra said elections
were around the corner and Women
must insist the politicians approach
women seeking votes that they
include women safety in the top
priorities in their manifestos.

Dr Soumya congratulated the
women assembled there for
surviving in a male-dominated
society and succeeding. “We women
are not safe even in our homes,” she
said adding, “Any stranger coming to

a village can be easily identified. But,
in urban areas, no one knows who is
coming and going. This anonymity
encourages crime against women in
cities.”

Participating in the discussion,
another panelist Karuna Gopal,
president, Foundation for Futuristic
Cities said our police and
governments were reactive rather
than proactive.  “They wait for the
crime to happen. Instead, we can take
up lot of pre-emptive measures such
as constant monitoring systems,” she
said. Citing an example of how
Brazilian police effectively monitor
law and order situation through 700
closed circuit cameras in their capital
with 450 analysts crunching
terabytes of data, she said such
measures can reduce crimes against
women.  “Do we really have to wait
for the crime to happen?” she
questioned. 

Dr Sowmya said technology also
played a role in ensuring women

safety and controlling and
monitoring through CCTVs actually
reduced. “Safety is first and freedom
comes next. Safety is individuals’
responsibility.  It is not those who
wear revealing dresses are raped, but
those women who are not confident
become rape victims. What you wear
is not the point. Your assertiveness
and confidence is the first shield,”
she said. “In my experience, what I
have seen and same is proved by the
facts that in 97% of rape cases,
rapists are people known to the
victims. They may be friends or
relatives. Whom do you trust?  You
must be always alert,” Dr Sowmya
said.

Uma Chigurupati, chairperson of
Hyderabad Heritage Marathon, Bipin
Pendyala, secretary, ITsAP, Sangita
Reddy, executive director, Apollo
Hospitals, Meera Shenoy, Advisory
team to PM on Skilling, Sujatha
Burla , CEO, Youth4Jobs and others
took part in the celebrations. 

Safety first, freedom next
Inspector general of police Welfare dr soumya Mishra
exhorted city’s women to be always alert as anybody can
turn a rapist at any time. she was addressing a gathering
during International Women’s day celebrations

WOMEN SAFETY
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Board of Control for Cricket in
India (BCCI) chief

Narayanaswami Srinivas has been
asked to step down by the Supreme
Court.

The apex court on March 25
came down heavily on Srinivasan for
not stepping down so far to enable a
fair investigation into the allegations
of betting in the Indian Premier
League (IPL).

Making it clear that no fair
investigation will be possible unless
he quit, the court said if Srinivasan
did not step down on his own, it
would pass an order.

"In our opinion, Srinivasan has to
step down for a fair investigation into
the allegation of betting," said Justice
A K Patnaik during the hearing on
the report of Justice (retd) Mukul
Mudgal, who was asked by the apex
court to probe allegations of betting
and spot fixing in the IPL.

As senior counsel C.A. Sundaram
sought to defend the BCCI, Justice
Patnaik said: "We will show the
papers. You see them and tell us as a
counsel about your opinion and not
as a paid counsel for Srinivasan."

At one stage, comparing the two
reports - one by an earlier committee
comprising two retired judges of the
Madras High Court and the other by
Justice Mudgal, Justice Patnaik
asked: "Can we say that the probe
report was managed and if we say so,
then what will be the consequences?"

Justice Mudgal in his report to

the Supreme Court indicted
Srinivasan's son-in-law Gurunath
Meiyappan in the IPL betting
scandal. He also blamed India
Cements, owner of Chennai Super
Kings, for failing to comply with the
BCCI.

Mudgal said in his report that
Meiyappan was the face and team
official of IPL franchisee Chennai
Super Kings (CSK) and the
allegations of betting and passing
information against him stand
proved.

When the betting scandal came
to light Srinivasan, who also owns

India Cements, had distanced
himself from Meiyappan, saying he
was just a mere cricket enthusiast.

In a 171-page document
submitted to the Supreme Court,
Mudgal said the allegations of fixing
against Meiyappan as well as
Rajasthan Royals co-owner Raj
Kundra need to be further
investigated.

Mudgal also said that the BCCI
should act against Meiyappan in the
same way it did against three
Rajasthan Royals cricketers during
the pendency of criminal
proceedings. 

Ipl scaM

SC jolt for Srini
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Imagine robots braving bulletswhile ferrying weapons and
ammunition to soldiers on the battle
field or a robotic arm working in
hazardous areas. Students at the IIT-
Roorkee are working hard to turn
these ideas into reality.

A group of PhD students at the
IIT-Roorkee is working on a four-
legged robot that would be able to
carry weapons to soldiers on the
battlefront.

"We are working on the
operational prototype of a four-
legged robot that consists of a chassis
and can be used at the forefront of
war areas, for instance to carry
weapons," P M Pathak, associate
professor in the mechanical
engineering department, told news
agency IANS.

"Even if one limb is hit by a
bullet, the robot can continue to
function on the remaining three
limbs, and even of two," explained
Divye Anand, a third year student in
the robotics department.

Some students are working on a
robotic arm that resembles a human
arm with flexible finger-like
extensions that can be used to pick
up, hold or even push objects. The
robotic arm can withstand high heat
and can be used by people who work
in hazardous spaces like blast
furnaces.

At the annual IIT-Roorkee
TechFest - Cognizance – Hundreds
of students from various IITs and
other engineering colleges across
India showcased over 2,000 robotic

inventions at the annual IIT-Roorkee
TechFest – Cognizance.

"Robotics may not be popular in
India yet, but the times are
changing," Pathak said adding, "A lot
of research is going on in this field
and we have students from the
undergraduate level to PhDs who
contribute."

He said robotics has developed
over the years - from the 1950s and
1960s when the first industrial robots
were introduced. They were thought
of as mechanical devices used in
industries for mass production. Now
they are used in different fields and

have become more specialized and
understand complex commands -
and, in some cases, even logic.

Until now, robotic activities have
been tested in the Indian health sector
with surgeries. For instance, the All
India Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS) has a precision prostate
robotic surgeries unit, Pathak said.

"Robots work with precision and
can perform tasks faster than
humans. They save workers from
performing dangerous tasks and
working in hazardous conditions and
thus save human lives", Pathak
added. 

IIT students design
robots for military use

robotics may not be popular in India yet, but the times are
changing," pathak said adding, "a lot of research is going
on in this field and we have students from the
undergraduate level to phds who contribute
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LIVE telecast from
moon in 2015
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Incredible it may sound butvery soon it is going to be a
reality. You may soon be able to
watch live telecast from the
moon, and closely see how it
looks like from the surface
that has fascinated young
and old alike since ages.
Science Channel and

Discovery Channel have
announced that the
networks would serve as

television homes for the Google
Lunar Xprize - a $30 million
competition for privately-
funded teams to land an
unmanned craft on the moon by
Dec 31, 2015.
The networks would follow

teams as they
try to land a
craft on the
surface of the
moon, travel
500 metres
and transmit

live pictures and video back to
earth.

“More than half of the
world’s population has never
had the opportunity to view a
live transmission from the lunar
surface,” the organisers were
quoted as saying.
The Google Lunar Xprize

aims to create a new “Apollo”
moment for this generation and
to spur continuous lunar
exploration with $40 Million in
incentive based prizes. 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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What is the hullabaloo about the
petrol and diesel price hikes?

Just chill, a car that can be driven by
air is on its way! We aren’t kidding, if

a report that appeared in western
media is anything to go by, French car
maker Peugeot is all set to sell the first
air-powered hybrid car from next
year.

With a new ‘Hybrid Air’ engine
system – this is the first car to
combine petrol with compressed air.
According to the car makers, the car
could reduce petrol bills by 80 percent
when driven in cities.

In a press release issued early
March, Peugeot said air power would
be used solely for city driving,
automatically activated below 43mph.
The system combines a gasoline

engine with an air engine which is
used at speeds under 70mph.

This enables it to run on petrol or
air, or a combination of both. The
release further said that by 2020, the
car could achieve an average of 117

miles a gallon. The new engine
system is a breakthrough for hybrid
cars because expensive batteries
would no longer be needed.

And don’t worry about the price of
the car too, as the firm assured that
cars fitted with Hybrid Air system
would be cheaper to buy than current
hybrid models.

Meanwhile, a path-breaking new
technique to produce cheap second-
generation bio-fuel from dead plant
tissue may finally help against rising
fuel prices. The second-generation
bio-fuel process needs expensive
enzymes. But, now, a Danish / Iraqi

collaboration claims to have stumbled
upon a new method involving rice
husks that avoids those expensive
enzymes.

“The goal is to produce bio-
ethanol from cellulose. Cellulose is
very difficult to break down, and,
therefore, cannot directly be used as a
food source. If we can produce bio-
ethanol from the corn stems and keep
the corn cubs for food, we have come

a long way,” Per Morgen, professor at
institute of physics, chemistry and
pharmacy from University of
Southern Denmark was quoted by a
London newspaper.

“We are proud to introduce a
completely enzyme-free technique
that is not patented and not expensive.
The technique can be used by
everybody,” Morgen was quoted as
saying.

The worldwide production of rice
generates enormous amounts of rice
husk and ashes from burning the husk,
so this material is cheap and easy to
get hold of. 

AIR, ASH TO BE
CAR FUELS

While french car maker peugeot is all set to sell the first air-powered hybrid car
from next year, a danish - Iraqi collaboration claims to have stumbled upon a

new bio-fuel process involving rice husks
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Human induced pluripotent stem
cells (hiPSCs) from just a drop

of finger-pricked blood could now be
generated, thanks to the new method
developed by a team of scientists.

Earlier methods to generate
hiPSCs generally required large
quantities of blood. The new method
developed by scientists at Institute of
Molecular and Cell Biology (IMCB)
also enables donors to collect their
own blood samples which they can
send to a laboratory for further
processing.

The do it yourself (DIY) finger-
prick technique is the world’s first
method to use only a drop of finger-

pricked blood to yield hiPSCs with
high efficiency.

“It all began when we wondered
if we could reduce the volume of
blood used for genetic
reprogramming. We then tested if
donors could collect their own blood
sample in a normal room
environment and store it,” said Loh
Yuin Han Jonathan, principal
investigator at IMCB.

“Our finger-prick technique, in
fact, utilised less than a drop of
finger-pricked blood. The remaining
blood could even be used for DNA
sequencing and other blood tests,”
Jonathan said.

The accessibility of the new
technique is further enhanced with a

DIY sample collection approach.
The blood sample remains stable

for 48 hours and can be expanded for
12 days in culture, which therefore
extends the finger-prick technique to
a wide range of geographical regions
for recruitment of donors with varied
ethnicities, genotypes and diseases.

By integrating it with the hiPSC
bank initiatives, the finger-prick
technique has paved the way for
establishing diverse and fully
characterised hiPSC banking for
stem cell research.

As hiPSCs exhibit properties
remarkably similar to human
embryonic stem cells, they are
invaluable resources for scientific
research.  

Stem cells generated from
a drop of blood
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India to have own satellite
navigation system by 2015
THE NEWS BUREAU

India is likely to have its own
satellite navigation system by
2015 with four of its satellites

in space.
The Indian Space Research

Organisation (ISRO) will be
launching the second navigational
satellite - Indian Regional
Navigation Satellite System-1B
(IRNSS-1B) on April 4. The 1,432
kg satellite will be carried by
Indian rocket Polar Satellite
Launch Vehicle (PSLV).

The navigational system,
developed by India, is designed to
provide accurate position

information service to users within
the country and up to 1,500 km
from the nation's boundary line.

The system is similar to the
global positioning system of the
US, Glonass of Russia, Galileo of
Europe, China's Beidou or the
Japanese Quasi Zenith Satellite
System.

The system will be used for
terrestrial, aerial and marine
navigation, disaster management,
vehicle tracking and fleet
management, integration with
mobile phones, mapping and
geodetic data capture and others.

While the ISRO is silent on the
navigation system's strategic

application, it is clear that the
IRNSS will be used for defence
purposes as well.

According to the ISRO, the
IRNSS-1B has been realised within
seven months of the launch of the
IRNSS-1A.

According to Satish Dhawan
Space Centre-SHAR director MYS
Prasad, the IRNSS-1B satellite with
a design life span of 10 years will
be part of the seven-satellite Indian
regional navigational system.

Meanwhile Indian space
agency officials are getting ready
for the 58 and half hour launch
countdown slated to begin on 
April 2. 
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He is short and looks more like
a Sadhu with his long beard
and glittering eyes. But if

you visit him in his humble abode in
Tumkunta village on the outskirts of
Hyderabad, you will be surprised to
know that he has many things up his
sleeve.

He is Venkatachary, popularly
known as ‘guruji’ an expert in
ayurveda and siddha vaidya - two
ancient medical sciences of the
country. It is no wonder that on
weekdays, except Tuesday, his
courtyard is full of people – rich and
poor - who suffer from various
ailments.

And Guruji welcomes everyone
with a smile. He asks the visitors to
sit down on a mat and attends one by
one. Those who come with
unbearable pain on their muscle joints

have to undergo some more pain for
a few seconds before getting well.

Guruji makes the patients
suffering from back pain and
spondylitis lie down and takes control
of the body. The patients being
treated yell at the top of their voice
even as Guruji and his assistants
swing and twist the body of the
patient. However, after a few
seconds, they heave sighs of relief.
Those who come with the support of
others just walk out at ease! Patients
treated by him say ‘Guruji has magic
in his hands’.

Patients advised to go for an
immediate surgery by allopathic
doctors for their back pain or joint
pains, are treated in few minutes with
satisfactory results. Not just pains, but
Guruji has treatment for almost all
ailments such as skin problems,
respiratory problems, excess fat
related issues, teeth and eye related

ailments. What more! Nobody
demands fee at Guruji’s abode. Some
people voluntarily give money out of
respect and satisfaction. Some people
don’t. But Guruji gives not only
treatment but his blessings for
everyone alike.

He is currently working as
Medical Officer in-charge of Siddha
wing in the AYUSH (Ayurveda,
Yoga, Unani, Siddha and
Homeopathy) department. The
department has been established by
the government to encourage ancient
Indian medical sciences in an attempt
to provide cost effective treatment
and medicine to the people.

Guruji is one among the
diminishing ayurveda medical
practitioners who can recognize the
medicinal plants. He is currently on a
mission to revive Siddha vaidya with
full vigor and bring it to the reach of
masses. 

gurujI, an expert
in ayurveda &
siddha vaidya
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Here is good news for patients
suffering from cancer. An

innovative technique to combat
cancer has been discovered by a team
of scientists from Nizam's Institute of
Medical Sciences (NIMS) and Indian
Institute of Chemical Technology
(IICT).

The team led by Vijay Kumar
Kutala, associate professor of clinical
pharmacology in NIMS, in
collaboration with Sri Giridhar
Kotamraju, senior scientist from IICT,
developed the technique to deliver

curcumin into the cell's mitochondria
by tagging it with a chemical moiety
called "triphenylphosphonium ion".

Curcumin, which is inherent with
several medicinal properties, is an
active ingredient of turmeric, which is
part of our household for centuries,
and its efficiency in cancer prevention
is well documented by several
research studies.

However, its use in clinics is
limited due to its inability to penetrate
the cells. This novel process enhances
intracellular uptake of curcumin many
hundreds fold and is effective in
killing the cancer cells without

harming the normal cells, said a
statement.

This research finding was
published in the scientific journal
"PLOS ONE" and was appreciated by
the scientific community.

"This is a major breakthrough in
the treatment of cancers, especially
breast cancer, prostate cancer,
cervical cancer and neuroblastoma
cancers. This pioneering step in
increasing the efficiency of herbal
medicine through modern technology
and delivery mechanism will
immensely benefit mankind," said
Vijay Kumar. 

New
technique
to combat

cancer
with turmeric
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The way you sleep is a major
determinant of how well your

heart functions. A new study carried
out on cardiac patients at the Sir
Gangaram Hospital revealed that
around 96 percent of patients who
have cardiovascular problems have
sleep apnea.

Sleep apnea, which is clinically
called Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Syndrome (OSAS), is a type of
disorder characterized by pauses in
breathing or instances of shallow or
infrequent breathing during sleep.

Sanjay Manchanda, head of Sir
Gangaram Hospital's Department of
Sleep Medicine says, "Lack of sleep
is directly related to cardiac diseases.
Quality of sleep is very important. A

good night's sleep prevents heart
attacks, diabetes as well as road
accidents."

The study, carried out by the
hospital in collaboration with Philips
Healthcare, also proves the
correlation between lack of sleep and
heart ailments.

The study shows that 58 percent
of patients of cardiovascular
disorders had severe sleep apnea and
an estimated 85 percent of them were
not aware that sleep apnea and
cardiovascular diseases were
correlated.

Sleep apnea involves cessation of
airflow for 10 seconds or more
during the night due to partial or full
collapse of the airway in human
beings. The reduced or absent
airflow results in high carbon dioxide

and low oxygen.
The sufferer is forced to increase

his breathing effort against the
collapsed airway. This means that the
sufferer arouses to a lighter stage of
sleep, which leads to sleep
fragmentation and the person wakes
up unrefreshed, the study said.

He said though there are many
reasons that can lead to sleep apnea
like alcohol, smoking and use of
sedatives, in some people it is due to
the structure of their throat and the
upper part of their body, Sanjay said.

Snoring, the doctor said, is just an
indication of the condition.
According to JPS Sawhney,
chairman of the cardiology
department at Sir Gangaram
Hospital, sleep apnea as a disease is
grossly untreated.

He said its correlation with
cardiac disease has not been
understood by the public as
yet. However, the doctors said
that the condition is easily
treatable.

Surgical intervention or a
machine called C-Pap which
ensures trouble-free breathing
during the night can easily
help patients.

The C-Pap, one of the
most common treatments,
derives its name from the
application of ‘continuous
positive airway pressure’
through a patient's nose to
prevent limp throat muscles
from closing off the airway. 

Quality of sleep vital
for healthy heart: Study
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Here is bad news for those
who make excessive use of
cell phones. Findings of a

new research linked daily cell phone
use to erectile dysfunction (ED).

Men using cell phones for over
four hours a day are at a greater risk
of impotency than those who use it
for less than two hours, an alarming
research has indicated.

The researchers believe the
damage could be caused by the
electromagnetic radiation emitted by
handsets or the heat they generate.

For the study, the researchers
recruited 20 men with erectile
dysfunction and another group of 10
healthy men with no complaints of
ED.

There was no difference between

either group regarding age, weight,
height, smoking, total testosterone or
exposure to other known sources of
radiation.

Scientists found that men who
had erectile dysfunction carried
switched-on cell phones for an
average of 4.4 hours daily, whereas
the men without erectile dysfunction
averaged 1.8 hours.

“Men who use mobile phones
could be risking their fertility,” said
the researchers in a report published
in the latest newsletter of
Environmental Health Trust (EHT).

A non-profit
organisation, EHT focuses
on raising awareness on the

negative impacts of unsafe cell phone
use and performing cutting-edge
research on cell phone radiation.

“Our study showed the total time
of exposure to the cell phone is much
more important than the relatively
short duration of intense exposure
during phone calls,” the researchers
noted. 

Cell phone may
cause erectile

dysfunction

BEWARE! 
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When creation began there was
silence. Thereafter manifested

sound and from that emerged all
things physical. The sound was Om -
the brahmnaad. Recently when
researchers at Sheffield University,
UK, recorded the sound emitted by
the sun, it was found to be the same
as Om as described by Vedic seers.

Every sound is an energy
unleashed. It holds the power to alter
the creation around you, including
your own body. There are certain
sounds that you can hear and while
some others are outside your audible
range. Among the former, some
please you, while certain others are
disturbing. Nonetheless, all of them
have a specific effect on your being,

some which can be perceived
immediately; others become evident
later, depending upon the frequency
of sound and at which you exist. This
explains why the same beats of drum
may be music to a teenager but a
source of disturbance for one who has
crossed 40 (not in years but in
maturity).

Yog emphasises the sound of
silence which is the most powerful
sound, for it is from silence that

sound emerged. Yog is not about
twisting your body into knots,
breathing rapidly or howling in front
of a man with a white beard; it means
garnering the strength of silence
within you, to go back to the source
from where it all began. And all it
requires one to sit still and observe
silence - a very difficult thing to do.
So why do it? When you maintain
silence, you are able to still one of the
five senses that are responsible for the
constant outflow of prana from your
body. Yogis in the Himalayas observe
maun vrat (vow of silence) for long
periods to conserve the prana within,
which is what gives them youth and
vigour even in their last days.

What impels Himalayan yogis to

stay silent for such long periods? It is
the sound of silence, which is the
most pleasing sound. Not everybody
enjoys this sound. In fact, it
discomfits 99 per cent of the
population. Man by his very nature is
a social being. We like to talk to
people and have them talk to us; the
mere thought of being alone disturbs
us, and makes us nervous. To
appreciate the sound of silence, one
has to still the ear and that will only

happen when you do not want to be
here anymore. You might think you
have reached places or are deep into
the subject of yoga; you might be
making frequent trips to the silent
mountains, but if you still want to
return to the noise of the world after
all that, it simply means you have
reached nowhere. You still haven’t
managed to still the ear, because
when that happens, the silence is
soothing.

When one manages to still the ear,
certain other sounds are heard which
are from another dimension,
described in the yog sutras. The first
is the sound of the cricket, heard at
the basic stage of yog. Slowly as one
enters the second stage, it changes
into that of flowing water, which then
metamorphoses into the jingle of
bells. (All these sounds are actually
heard.) Many practitioners of Sanatan
Kriya have reported hearing them in
deep states of dhyan. In the final
stages of yog, the jingle transforms
into a humming sound - the
brahmnaad; the sound that holds the
power to manifest everything in the
physical world. It is the reason why
people approach Himalayan yogis
who do not even have the resources
to clothe or feed themselves. Finally,
there is silence…the ultimate force
from where it all emerged.

The Womb of Silence

YOGI ASHWINI

yogis in the
himalayas observe
maun vrat (vow of
silence) for long
periods to conserve
the prana within,
which is what gives
them youth and vigour
even in their last days
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